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Donal Cam O’Sullivan Beare
and the Beara-Breifne March
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Liscarroll Castle

Lismire - Newmarket
DON’T FORGET

to collect your
North West Cork Way Stamps

In 1602 Munster was ravaged by war. The English forces of
Elizabeth I had defeated the Irish and Spanish at the Battle
of Kinsale and advanced to capture the territory of Donal
Cam O’Sullivan Beare, Chieftain of Beara. With many Irish
chiefs in submission to the English crown, his continued
support for the Irish cause and loyalty to Philip III of Spain
was a last barrier to English ambitions to secure crown rule
in Munster.

WHICH CAN BE FOUND ALONG
THE ROUTE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT

Lismire - Liscarroll

The North West Cork Way is developed by:
Slí Gaeltacht Mhúscraí Committee, Guagán Barra, Maigh Chromtha, Co Chorcaí.

Walking

Email: sligm@eircom.net
Web: www.sligaeltachtmhuscrai.com/

On New Year’s Eve 1602, faced with almost certain starvation, O’Sullivan Beare fled
with four hundred fighting men and six hundred camp followers – women, children,
servants and porters: a thousand men and women on an epic march northwards.
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O’Sullivan Beare was counting on his ally, O’Rourke of Breifne, to provide refuge at
Leitrim Castle three hundred kilometres to the north. Travelling through Ireland at a
time of war and severe food shortages they were viewed by local chiefs as outcasts
and attacked. The need to stay ahead of their enemies meant that they were often
unable to bury their dead or carry off their wounded. Women carried infants and
many of the camp followers could not keep up. By the time they reached the River
Shannon their numbers were as low as three to four hundred.
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With enemies on either side of the river they crossed at night in a boat made of the
skins of twelve slaughtered horses, the meat almost certainly eaten by the starving in
the camp. Two days later, at Aughrim, their path was blocked by English-led cavalry
and infantry. O’Sullivan Beare’s camp had no choice but to fight. Against all odds an
exhausted army of refugees defeated greatly superior forces but were unable to rest.
They had to travel a twenty mile detour during the night to escape further attack. As
the Connaught mercenaries among O’Sullivan Beare’s camp began to disappear and
return home, the remaining refugees were continuously threatened.
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Country code for Walkers
• Respect farmland and the rural environment.
• Do not interfere with livestock, crops, machinery or
other property.
• Do not light any fires, especially near forests.
• Leave all farm gates as you find them.
• Always keep children in close control and supervision.
• Please ensure you have good hiking footwear & rain gear.
• Keep away from livestock along the trail.
• Carry a mobile phone and inform someone about your
intended itinerary.
• Do not enter farmland if you have dogs with you.
• Always use gates, stiles or other recognised access
points, avoid damage to fences, hedges and walls.
• Take all litter home.
• Take special care on country roads.
• Avoid making unnecessary noise.
• Protect wildlife and plants and trees.
• Take heed of warning signs they are there for
your protection.
• If following a recognised walking route keep to the
waymarked route.
• Immediately report any damage caused by your
actions to the farmer or landowner.
• Do not block farm entrances when parking.
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The Beara-Breifne Way interlinks a series of local ways. In this area the
local walking route is known as the North West Cork Way and this route
connects with the Ballyhoura Way to the north.

Dogs are not permitted on the Beara-Breifne Way as a condition of this access and
walkers are asked to respect this. Please also be aware that those parts of the route traversing
private land are closed to the public on January 31st each year.

John’s Bridge
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Much of the Beara-Breifne Way traverses private lands. Access has been arranged by local
community groups and is entirely dependent on the goodwill of local landowners.
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The Ways of the Beara-Breifne follow quiet back roads and un-tarred tracks, where available.
Nonetheless, traffic volumes have increased in recent years and walkers and cyclists are asked
to take care, particularly on the busy roads entering and leaving towns and villages.

River Allow

Information

Emergency: 999 / 112
Meteorological Weather Report: 1550123850

The cycling route between Lismire and Liscarroll is entirely concurrent
with the walking route. As with walkers, cyclists are encouraged to visit
Kilmacow Early Christian Settlement en route - the detour will not
greatly extend this pleasant 12-kilometer cycle.
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The route departs Lismire along the main road to Liscarroll and remains
on this road for its entirety. As this thoroughfare is shared with both
motorized vehicles and cyclists, walkers are urged to the take the appropriate care. A detour to Kilmacow Early Christian settlement is offered
about 2 -3 kilometers beyond Lismire and walkers are exhorted to visit
this fascinating site.
The route subsequently traverses the busy R579 to arrive at St. John’s
Bridge and the River Allow. This marks the end of North West Cork
Way and the start of the Ballyhoura Way and this change is reflected in
subsequent signage. The remainder of this 3 to 4-hour route is relatively
flat, easy walking, concluding in the historic village of Liscarroll.
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On the fourteenth day O’Sullivan Beare reached Leitrim castle. Out of the original
one thousand followers only thirty-five remained.

Beara-Breifne Way follows the fourteen-day march The
Beara-Breifne Way follows the fourteen-day march taken by
Donal O’Sullivan Beare and one thousand supporters in
1603. The Way, the longest in Ireland, runs almost the length
of the country and takes the walker and cyclist to some of its
most beautiful and least explored areas: along the coast of the
Beara Peninsula, across six mountain ranges, along the banks
of the River Shannon and through the lake regions of
Roscommon and Leitrim. The landscape contains an extraordinary variety of heritage sites - prehistoric features, castle
ruins and religious and battle sites – many of which bear
witness to the march of four hundred years ago.

Cyclists depart Lismire along the main road west to Newmarket. The
road descends into Stanner Glen and becomes lined, for a short time,
with the trees of Priory Wood. Rising gently out of the valley the route
undulates onwards to Newmarket and, with due attention to signage,
cyclists will soon cover this 5-kilometre section.

www.bearabreifneway.ie

O’Sullivan Beare’s main stronghold was Dunboy Castle
overlooking the harbour of Berehaven. In June 1602, after an
eleven-day siege, English forces breached the walls of Dunboy, killed its last defenders and forced the local population into submission. O’Sullivan Beare and an army of
supporters withdrew to the Coomerkane Valley, near Glengarriff, and launched
guerrilla attacks on their enemies. Following an extended siege, the English army
struck a blow at O’Sullivan Beare and captured his herd of four thousand sheep, two
thousand cattle and one hundred ponies. The loss of supplies of milk, butter and
meat, as well as essential pack animals, made it impossible to remain in the valley.

The way-marked routes
of the Beara-Breifne

Walking - Cycling

KEY TO SYMBOLS
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1.1
Sarah Curran, paramour
of the nationalist Robert Emmet,
was born in this area in 1782, as was
her father, John Philpot Curran.
Though Protestant, all three were
ardent supporters of rights for
Catholics. RobertEmmet led an
unsuccessful rebellion in 1803 and
was eventually executed but it was
his love for Sarah, and his decision
to remain close to her, that resulted
in his capture. The romance of his
actions, together with his writings to
and about Sarah captured the
popular imagination of the day and
immortalized the couple.
2.2
Priory Wood hugs the
sloping banks of the Owenanare
River as it passes west of Lismire.
It is proposed for special protection
as a Natural Heritage Area as a
consequence of the high diversity
of vegetation contained within.
Trees such as coppice oak, rowan,
birch and hazel flourish here while
the sundry springs that emerge from
the valley sides encourage sedges,
bog violets, Irish spurge and
horsetail among others.
3.3
The Early Christian
Ecclesiastical Enclosure at
Kilmacow dates from around 600
AD and comprises a church site,
graveyard, holy well and impressive

earthworks which are sub-circular in
outline with three concentric
enclosures. Oral tradition claims that
a percussive sound, know as the
Kilmacow Drum, foreshadows a
local bereavement.
4.4
The crossing of the
River Allow by O’Sullivan Beare
was hampered by Captain Cuffe of
Liscarroll Castle who led eight
horsemen and forty foot soldiers
against the Gaelic Chieftain and his
followers. Though many were
wounded, it is reported that only
three of O’Sullivan’s men lost their
lives. Local tradition claims that
many of the wounded remained in
the area and are the progenitors of
several local families.
5.5
Liscarroll Castle is a
13th century fortress, the remains
of which still dominate the village
below. Following the Irish Rebellion
of 1641, a Confederate of militias,
led by indigenous Irish Nobility, was
created to oppose the English. In
July 1642, in what is known as the
Battle of Liscarroll, the
Confederate forces, led by Garret
Barry, seized Liscarroll Castle but
were subsequently defeated by
English forces.
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